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Introduction
This experience offers teachers and students of all ages some unique learning opportunities
featuring our amazing arachnids. Let us introduce you to one of the most successful animal
groups on Earth – found in almost every continent and existent since the time of dinosaurs.
The exhibition provides insight into the largely untold story of spiders and their
‘superpowers’.
Students will:
 Get up-close and even inside spiders and their webs. This interactive exhibition
features 200 spider specimens including live Australian Tarantulas, Funnel-webs,
Redback and Giant Water Spiders.


See Science as Human Endeavour in action. This exhibition includes a showcase of
a Queensland Museum scientific team’s current discoveries.



Marvel at spiders’ diverse adaptations and behaviours, from those who ‘dance’ to
those who ‘skate’ or ‘parachute’ and those who exhibit the behaviour of a devoted
parent.



View the world through the multiple eyes of a spider.



“Hold” a virtual spider in their hand.



Investigate how an individual spider produces and use several different types of silk,
customized for a particular purpose.

This exhibition will help demystify the spider - so familiar to generations of childhood songs,
poems, literature and fingerplays, but often misunderstood by reputation.
Engage Science Investigation Skills as you explore all aspects of a spider’s life and their
adaptations to different habitats or vital place in food chains. Explore why spiders play an
essential role in ecology. Discover the carnivorous, and in one unique example, herbivorous
diet of spiders. See adaptations from shape, colour, movement, use of silk, jaws and venom
to how they grow and reproduce.
The following information has been prepared for teachers to help you get the most out of
your school visit.
“The Spiders exhibition is a great opportunity for students to learn more about these
fascinating creatures and understand their valuable contribution to the natural world.”
Dr Jim Thompson, CEO, Queensland Museum Network

Spiders - The Exhibition has been produced by the Australian Museum and Questacon - The
National Science and Technology Centre.
As part of its international and national tour, this exhibition visits Queensland Museum
6 December 2019 – 4 May 2020.
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Preparing for your visit
Teachers-only FREE preview
Dec 6, 2019 – March 24, 2020
Teachers and Group Leaders are invited to preview this exhibition to assist with
preparation and evaluation prior to your visit planning.
Use this opportunity to make the most of your group’s learning experience.
Contact our Bookings Officer by email education@qm.qld.gov.au or phone (07) 3840
7608 for more information and to arrange your free admission.
Entry is at discretion of staff attending exhibition entry - a small delay may apply at
peak times or for groups of multiple teachers.
Curriculum relevance
Australian Curriculum links for Science P-11 are listed at the end of this document.
Teachers can also apply elements of Mathematics (Measurement and Geometry),
English (Literacy), The Arts (Media Arts) to the exhibition.
Supporting exhibitions
Available throughout the exhibition season, include these permanent exhibitions to
enrich your visit further:
Wild State
Explore Queensland’s biodiversity arranged by habitat.
They may not be the biggest or brightest animals on display, but challenge your
students to locate 11 spiders, camouflaged within several featured habitats.
Discovery Centre
Explore Queensland’s biodiversity arranged in taxonomic groups.
Visitors of all ages enjoy this interactive learning space. Staffed by Information
Officers, your inquiry learning is supported with microscopes, maps, images,
specimens, artefacts, live animals and interactions.
Supporting School Programs:
Investigating Insects Years P-5
Why not team up your exploration of Spiders - The Exhibition with other arthropods?
Investigating Insects is an educator-led program focusing on our largest group of
invertebrates. Spiders and insects have a close relationship. They share habitats,
predators, camouflage strategies and more. Find out what makes them the same and
what makes them different.
Bookings essential. Available in Term 1, 2-8 March.
Supporting Museum Resources:
Learn more about spiders and other arachnids. This list takes you through web
pages, public inquiries, magazine articles and more. Go to page 9 for links to
Queensland Museum information, scientist interviews, loan kits and current or recent
research.
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Planning your visit
Age suitability: Recommended for all ages, but ideal for children 5 and above.
Group size: This exhibition is general admission but large groups, or bookings which
include other scheduled experiences may be managed in timed rotations. Booked groups
are provided with a visit itinerary.
Duration of exhibition experience: Recommended 60 - 90 minutes.
This exhibition is general admission but large groups may be managed in timed rotations.
Supervision of students: Supervising adults are asked to manage group movement and
timings, to ensure all exhibition sections are explored. We encourage supervisors to liaise
with staff at the exhibition entry or inside the exhibition if assistance is required.
Your session may include General Public visitors. We ask students and supervisors to be
mindful of others.

Important points:


We recommend visiting schools and groups arrive a minimum of 15 minutes
ahead of any pre-booked visit experience (Spiders - The Exhibition, School
Program, SparkLab). For your students to get the most out of their visit, please
observe the scheduled start times on your itinerary.



Label text is available in large print from the exhibition entry on request.



You are welcome to use cameras inside the exhibition, but please
turn off the flash as it can damage our specimens or stress live animals.
Keep an eye out for the augmented reality interactive, where you can capture
photos of your students with virtual spiders on their faces or bodies.
Share with #SpidersQM and #myqldmuseum.



Food or drink is not permitted in any areas inside Queensland Museum.



Toilets are not available inside the exhibition but can be found on the floor above
(level 4), at each end of the building.



Live spiders are on display behind glass and may feature in controlled
demonstrations by our qualified Spider Zookeepers. Teachers may benefit by
preparing students with advice that participation in all exhibition experiences is
both safe and optional.



Warning signs have been used for visual impact and do not imply danger.
They inform visitors that this space does include live spiders.



The exhibition includes a gift shop, daily programs throughout the exhibition by a
Zookeeper and an activity zone for young learners. We suggest teachers implement
agreed strategies to limit access or monitor time spent by students in spaces prone
to crowding.
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Booking your visit
Web: Go to Visiting with a School.
Submit the online booking form.
Phone: Queensland Museum Booking Office on 3840 7608
(8:15am to 3:30pm, Monday - Friday).
Email: education@qm.qld.gov.au
Your Queensland Museum visit to Spiders -The Exhibition may include additional
experiences such as a School Program, SparkLab visit or a Museum “general visit” (please
indicate if these preferences apply).
Tickets:
Groups are invoiced post-visit for your convenience*.
Our Booking Office will negotiate your visit needs to provide you with an itinerary and entry
ticket which will list any charged experiences. Please bring these documents when you visit.
On the day of your visit, please identify final numbers of adults and students/children on this
ticket, and to staff upon arrival to Queensland Museum.
*Homeschool groups are recommended to pay on the day, but when pre-booked are eligible for schools discount.

Exhibition
ticket price

Type
Schools (includes booked Vacation Care, Children’s groups, Home School
networks*)

$10

*10+ ticketed children

Supervising Adults FREE within recommended ratios
Extra Adult
Extra Adult (Concession)
Children under 5

see below
$15.50
$13.50
Free

RECOMMENDED ADULT:STUDENT RATIOS
Pre-Prep - Prep = 1 adult free for every 3 students
Primary (years 1 – 6) = 1 adult free for every 5 students
Secondary (years 7 – 10) = 1 adult free for every 10 students
Senior Secondary (years 11 – 12) = 1 adult free for every 15 students
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About the exhibition
What has eight legs, blue blood, typically eight eyes and may go from mate to main course
in moments? Spiders are intriguing, diverse and necessary.
Visit Queensland Museum’s Spiders - The Exhibition page for scrolling images and
exhibition overview.
The exhibition is arranged into several themed sections. Each section offers interactives to
engage and explore.
Meet the spiders (animated promotional clip 0:30. Available soon)


INTRODUCTION
Most spiders are smaller than your thumb, but they have a mighty reputation.
A useful way to get to identify spiders is to group them according to their lifestyles.
Hunters, burrowers and weavers differ in the way they catch their food (prey) and
how they use silk.
Look for symbols to identify these behaviours throughout the exhibition.



WHAT ARE SPIDERS?
Spiders belong to a class of animals known as Arachnida. Other arachnids include
scorpions, ticks and mites.
Examine fossil evidence of ancient spiders. Explore spider anatomy (and what
makes them different from insects).
Track a journey on the map revealing spider stowaways.
Get up close with a virtual spider – but don’t try this with a live one!



WHERE ARE SPIDERS?
Spiders can live just about anywhere in the world, except at the poles.
Scientists estimate over 100,000 species live in the world today, with less than 50%
yet to be discovered and described. Students can be scientists, finding and
identifying what is in their own environments, such as the backyard.
Focus the micro-eye to find five well- camouflaged spiders in microscopic detail.
Zoom in using 3D scanning and modelling technology to reveal details of spiders up
close inside and out.



SENSING THEIR WORLD
Imagine being able to taste with your fingers and hear with your hair!
That’s what spiders do. A spider’s limbs are covered in thousands of different types
of hairs – specialised for touch, taste, hearing and probably smell. Most spiders have
eight eyes, however many have poor vision and rely on touch.
Listen to vibrations to ‘hear’ as spiders do.
Make your move – explore ways spiders move their limbs or view their surroundings
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REPRODUCTION AND GROWTH
Growth from egg to adult may take a few weeks – or several years, depending on
spider type!
Male spiders spend most of their adult lives looking for mates. Females live longer to
fatten up and lay their eggs. Explore their differences, with this “purpose” in mind.
Compare features of males and female spiders under the micro-eye.
Demonstrate your dance moves. Do the spider shimmy in a contest with your
competitor for a mate (use two players to activate).



DIET, JAWS AND VENOM
Using venom to secure prey has enabled spiders to survive for over 300 million
years. This concoction of chemicals used to paralyse prey is not intended to affect
humans.
Spiders also use jaws as pliers to mash up food, as digging tools and to carry egg
sacs.
Bust some common myths or bad reputations while revising your first aid knowledge.
Challenge other players to the Jaws game – would you make a good spider?



WEBS AND SILK
Spiders produce silk used silk for building burrows, ensnaring and wrapping prey and
protecting eggs. This fibre is stronger and more flexible than anything made by
humans.
Test the strength and flexibility of spider silk.
Feel for vibrations transmitted through silk.



CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE
Spiders and humans may have a surprising relationship in the future.
Scientists are discovering ways compounds in spider silk and venom might improve
the lives of humans. Artificial spider silk could be used in heart surgery while
research is investigating properties of venom for pain management and safer
agricultural pesticides.
Consider being a citizen scientist – how can you help?



Social Web interactive
Snap (a picture with) our Rufous Net-casting Spider before she snaps you up! Step
inside its web to experience how an insect might feel when the spider focuses its
searchlight eyes on you, and envelopes you in its rectangular net of entangling silk
threads.
Share your group photo #SpidersQM and #myqldmuseum
Find out more about Deinopis subrufa with the Atlas of Living Australia
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Spidery-notoriety
Did you know
Spiders are often portrayed as hairy and black caricatures, but spiders come in diverse
colours and shapes and may have creative names. Here are a few of our favourites,
including some named by Queensland Museum scientists.
Click on the links to view these spiders and learn more:
Peacock Spider Maratus ssp.
Who can resist our poster-boy for this exhibition? The brightly coloured and patterned
abdomen of the male is tilted up and fanned out during their mating display of this type of
Jumping Spider. Watch this clip narrated by David Attenborough.
BBC Life Story, 2014.(YouTube 4:13)
In 2016, Queensland Museum named the Maratus licunxini after Queensland Ballet Artistic
Director, Li Cunxin.
Bird-dropping Spider Celaenia excavata
This group of spiders uses colour and a huddled posture to mimic a splotch of bird poop. Its
use of deception also extends to feeding at night when its silk emits the scent of a female
moth to attract its prey.
Orb-weaver Eriovixia gryffindori
Discovered in 2017 in India, scientists believed this new spider resembled the Harry Potter
character, the Sorting Hat. It was named after the character Godric Gryffindor, the hat’s
original owner.
A local Australian spider named with milllinary in mind is the Chinaman’s Hat spider, also an
Orb-weaver. This spider’s abdomen resembles a Qing Dynasty Mandarin hat.
Jumping Spider Uroballus carlei
This new species was discovered in a park in Hong Kong in 2019. This unique spider bears
a striking resemblance to a caterpillar leading it to be named after author of the ubiquitous
children's book The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Eric Carle.
This author also wrote a story about an arachnid. Enjoy this narrated animation of the book.
The Very Busy Spider (YouTube 3:48).
Retiarius Spider Deinopidae family.
This spider group are also known as Net-casting spiders and occasionally, “Gladiator
Spiders”. This refers to the gladiator type, Retiarius, who fought with a trident and net to
ensnare his opponent. This spider has a unique way of catching prey. A small web in the
form of a net held open between the front legs. Upon ambush, this net is stretched out wide
to envelop an unwary passing insect.
David Attenborough narrates some incredible slow-motion footage of this adaptation BBC
Life in the Undergrowth, 2005. (YouTube 2:00)
Water Spiders, Dolomedes briangreenei and Ornodolomedes mickfanningi.
Water spiders can hunt aquatic prey and insects landing on water. Detecting vibrations,
some skate across the surface while others can dive under the water.
Two individuals were recently honoured for their work associated with different kinds of
“waves” - physicist, Professor Brian Greene, for his work with gravitational waves and
sportsperson, Mick Fanning, in recognition of his surfing prowess.
Learn more about these and other rediscovered water spiders in this Scimex news article
and Queensland Museum video clip (Facebook 0:49)
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Learn more with Queensland Museum
Learn more about spiders, other arachnids, other invertebrates and their ecosystems.
These Queensland Museum resources offer a range of options to support extended learning
before or after your visit.
Queensland Museum Learning Platform
Includes scientist interviews, fact sheets and loan kits to borrow.
Arachnids
Find out About
Spiders
Other arachnids and myriapoda
Discovery Centre - Question of the Month







Drowned Mouse? March 2019 Spiders looking for love
Hairy and Scary January 2019 Is this spider dangerous?
Mighty mites October 2018 What might this be?
Looks can be deceiving January 2016 This tiny jumping spider is artfully disguised as
an ant
Web of Mystery December 2011 Most people are familiar with spider webs, but a
web covering most of a paddock still seems rather odd. What could have caused it?
Spider hoax July 2010 Spider hoax clogs inboxes Australia-wide

ANTENNA Magazine
Tiny Dancer – Peacock Spiders (Spring 2016, page 9)
Media Releases
New species of trapdoor spider with ‘turrific’ burrows discovered in Queensland
Lost spiders rediscovered in new paper (Includes videos and photos)
Australia’s Spiderman wins 2018 Queensland Museum Medal
Name a spider for World Science Festival Brisbane (2017)
Dancing spider named for dancing icon
Free App
Field Guide to Queensland Fauna
Includes images, descriptions of animals, endangered species status, distribution maps and
more.
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Spiders: Australian Science Curriculum links P-12
TEACHERS PLEASE NOTE:
A Museum visit and exhibition experience can provide students with authentic, active examples of all Science stands:
Science Understanding
Queensland Museum is dedicated to facilitating access to objects, stories, concepts and relationships that have shaped our natural and social
histories. We invite audiences to exchange information as we make connections, investigating our past, present and futures.
Science as a Human Endeavour
We recommend students prepare for their visit by understanding that Queensland Museum is a research facility, with laboratories on floors
above the public galleries.
Dr Robert Raven heads the most active arachnology unit in Australia, describing over 1000 new species of spiders in 30 years.
The Spiders exhibition touches on scientific research into properties of spider venom and silk and ways it can be applied to human endeavor.
Science Inquiry Skills
Museums are learners, too. Scientists engage in real-world applications where science, technology, mathematics and engineering converge,
enable us to identify, classify, explore, map and detect change in living populations.
By presenting information in exhibitions and resources, the sub-strand, Communicating can be explored in both media and modes of
communicating scientific data, information, stories and key messages.
Cross-Curriculum priorities – Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures
The Queensland Museum component of this exhibition describes the influence of citizen science and the knowledge that may be shared from
traditional communities. Our Arachnologist worked with students from Maningrida College in Australia’s far north.
The following P – 11 Science Curriculum learnings may be supported by this exhibition content.
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PREP
Biological sciences



Living things have basic needs, including food and water (ACSSU002)

YEAR 1
Biological sciences



Living things have a variety of external features (ACSSU017)

YEAR 3
Biological sciences


Living things can be grouped on the basis of observable features and can be distinguished from non-living things (ACSSU044)

YEAR 4
Biological sciences


Living things depend on each other and the environment to survive (ACSSU073)

YEAR 5
Biological sciences


Living things have structural features and adaptations that help them to survive in their environment (ACSSU043)

Use and influence of science


Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE083)
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YEAR 6
Biological sciences


The growth and survival of living things are affected by physical conditions of their environment (ACSSU094)

Use and influence of science


Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE100)

YEAR 7
Biological sciences


Classification helps organise the diverse group of organisms (ACSSU111)



Interactions between organisms, including the effects of human activities can be represented by food chains and food webs
(ACSSU112)

Nature and development of science


Scientific knowledge has changed peoples’ understanding of the world and is refined as new evidence becomes available (ACSHE119)



Science knowledge can develop through collaboration across the disciplines of science and the contributions of people from a range of
cultures (ACSHE223)

Use and influence of science


Solutions to contemporary issues that are found using science and technology, may impact on other areas of society and may involve
ethical considerations (ACSHE120)

YEAR 8
Biological sciences


Multi-cellular organisms contain systems of organs carrying out specialised functions that enable them to survive and reproduce
(ACSSU150)

Nature and development of science
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Scientific knowledge has changed peoples’ understanding of the world and is refined as new evidence becomes available (ACSHE134)



Science knowledge can develop through collaboration across the disciplines of science and the contributions of people from a range of
cultures (ACSHE226)

Use and influence of science


Solutions to contemporary issues that are found using science and technology, may impact on other areas of society and may involve
ethical considerations (ACSHE135)

YEAR 9
Biological sciences


Ecosystems consist of communities of interdependent organisms and abiotic components of the environment; matter and energy flow
through these systems (ACSSU176)

Use and influence of science


Values and needs of contemporary society can influence the focus of scientific research (ACSHE228)

YEAR 10
Biological sciences


The theory of evolution by natural selection explains the diversity of living things and is supported by a range of
scientific evidence (ACSSU185)

Use and influence of science


Values and needs of contemporary society can influence the focus of scientific research (ACSHE230)
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YEAR 11 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Unit 1 Biodiversity and the interconnectedness of life
Science Inquiry Skills


Interpret a range of scientific and media texts, and evaluate processes, claims and conclusions by considering the quality of
available evidence; and use reasoning to construct scientific arguments (ACSBL005)

Science as a Human Endeavour



The use of scientific knowledge is influenced by social, economic, cultural and ethical considerations (ACSBL011)



Scientific knowledge can be used to develop and evaluate projected economic, social and environmental impacts and to design action
for sustainability (ACSBL014)

Science Understanding Describing biodiversity
Biodiversity targets


Biodiversity includes the diversity of species and ecosystems; measures of biodiversity rely on classification and are used to make
comparisons across spatial and temporal scales (ACSBL015)



Biological classification is hierarchical and based on different levels of similarity of physical features, methods of reproduction and
molecular sequences (ACSBL016)



Biological classification systems reflect evolutionary relatedness between groups of organisms (ACSBL017)



Most common definitions of species rely on morphological or genetic similarity or the ability to interbreed to produce fertile offspring in
natural conditions – but, in all cases, exceptions are found (ACSBL018)



Ecosystems are diverse, composed of varied habitats and can be described in terms of their component species, species interactions
and the abiotic factors that make up the environment (ACSBL019)



Relationships and interactions between species in ecosystems include predation, competition, symbiosis and disease (ACSBL020)
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Science Understanding Ecosystem dynamics
Keystone species and conservation
 Species or populations, including those of microorganisms, fill specific ecological niches; the competitive exclusion principle postulates
that no two species can occupy the same niche in the same environment for an extended period of time (ACSBL023)



Keystone species play a critical role in maintaining the structure of the community; the impact of a reduction in numbers or the
disappearance of keystone species on an ecosystem is greater than would be expected based on their relative abundance or
total biomass (ACSBL024)
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